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A technology that is emerging and has all of the potential to revolutionize many sectors, from finance to
bureaucracy, is that of blockchain. Concepts, prototypes and investments in blockchain technology are

emerging atlanta divorce attorneys huge sector.Beyond the Bitcoin" The blockchain allows two celebrations
that without knowing one another, but having common interests, to create permanently, irreversibly and

transparently - also to make public worldwide - a created documentation of an eventual transaction without
going through a centralized institution that certifies or approve the deal. The amount of CAPITAL RAISING

investments in startups using blockchain technology by the end of the first quarter of 2016 is over one
billion dollars According to Deloitte's report " In the paper on the "peer-to-peer electronic cash program"

Bitcoin system, Satoshi Nakamoto, the pseudonym of the inventor of Bitcoin, defines blockchain technology
as something for electronic transactions that's not predicated on trust. thirty of the world's largest banks take
part in a consortium, R3, create to design and build solutions with blockchain technology. The platform puts

connected from worldwide who wants to donate and who requirements donations in the event of natural
disasters. An application of the Bitcoin payment system is definitely that of the Helperbit startup.
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